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Author’s note

Let me try to define prayer as I am using it here. It is a voice 
in the head, ours and not ours. It speaks in words we scarcely 
understand. Unstoppable, unless distracted by our quotidian 
pursuits. Beckett said it thus: “All poetry, as discriminated from 
the various paradigms of  prosody is prayer.” Enigmatic, but 
what else would one expect from Beckett? Essentially, I perceive 
prayer as a form of  homage or “recognition”—the other word 
used by Beckett.





I

Scenes of Deterrence
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Library & Cemetery

i.m. Samuel Beckett

The library is now a cemetery of  epitaphs:
books shelved, inert, awaiting the occasional visit.

Names trip on the tongue, major or minor,
in or out of  fashions never foreseen. 

Mostly a deafening silence is this abode
in withering summer sunlight or autumn dankness.

Voices in the mind not tongue when pages open, 
little tricks of  style habitually recalled.

Or a few obsessions. A man in the dark listening
to voices: his voices, his that are not his and yet are.

Retelling his life as remembered. Little things.

Mother scowled and father cheered him up.
Such things. Because he fell or broke a pane of  glass.

   *   *   *

Visiting the cemetery,
Mother’s annual timing was impeccable. 
Autumn 
& leaf-fall & the stench of  decay, & obliterating lichen.

The cemetery bell tolled departure time.
The high gates clanked shut. The library awaited.
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But the bus-ride home was the true adventure.
Past the dismal forked park where no children played.
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Inner City Canal

This water tumbling over the canal locks
pours no redemption as once in times gone by.

Dead dogs and cats float amid the bankside reeds
with plastic bags, beer cans, bottles, other debris.

The revelries of  youth have long since past.
The sportive summer boys have swum their last.

Needles of  death now litter the ancient towpaths.
Dark bodies crouch under low cavernous bridges.

Only the majestic swans paddle patiently
awaiting the stale bread of  strollers & flight to other parts.

Ghosts of  those we loved and those we once befriended
hover over the canal’s green sludge, directionless & homeless.
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Without Farewell

Late autumn dawn slices through the curtains.
The air chills through the slat in the open window.

Winter is on the way. Thinning flesh & blood
remind the body of  its diminution.

Dreams recur of  the day’s momentary encounters:
a face, a voice, a gesture, a slight event.

Times past re-surface, doubtless holding a key
to a door to be opened, but fearfully & hopelessly.

And he said, without being asked,
‘She’s gone, and she was tired. She’d had enough.’

Memory wheels to the past like a homing bird.
‘We had a good life, but she was tired,’ he said.

A last thing, taking her to the local pub in a wheel-chair
for a final sip and a goodnight kiss without farewell.

Nothing to say. Nothing to say.
Speechless before death. Nothing to say. 
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Of  Crows in Time of  Civil War

i.m. Charlie Donnelly

Crows sweep across these fields of  death.
Fratricidal madness,
brotherhood of  hates.

Ancient olive trees,
their trunks contorted by age,
slumber in the windless heat,
leaf  by leaf,
fed by the dew of  blood.

What brought you here?
Those who know are dead.
Your friends
of  the grey Dublin of  your youth
could not understand,
fearing their own discomfiture.

You loved, not beyond,
but with reason:
reason with its own peculiar passion.

No carrion comfort here
save for the squawking crows
sweeping across these fields of  death.
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White Marble

White marble chippings
cold crystals of  hale
and a small marble hand
reaching from the grave

We strolled as through a park
familiar with these sights
through lane after lane
remarking any change

Farthest from the boundary wall
the opened soil
awaited the latest occupant

Water trickled in the zinc tub
a clepsydra for the unheeding

Always autumn
Rustle of  leafage
No holding of  hands
A slow silent walk

I can remember no words

No seasonal cold
rattled our bones

The very air was grey

Silence too
on the bus home
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Later
at home
I played jackstone
with those marble pieces
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The River

Sluggishly the river flows from west to east.
Despite its bridges it divides the city.

North and south are worlds apart.
Some assert even the climates are different.

Those from the north have a different speech
from those of  the genteel south.

The genteel of  the north await patiently
and contrive their transference to the south.

Meanwhile they do their best to forget
the northern barbarians growing amid their numbers.

In the north the genteel live comfortably
in well-defined, protected compounds.

No one dares speak of  this river of  divide.
The Emperor is contemplating diverting the river.

As a Confucian he is seeking harmony.
But he knows that the odds are against him.

He always has in mind the Great Wall. 
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In the Ruins

Today I renovated an old bellows.
polished the wood and oiled the leather;
today, too, I scraped clean and painted black
an iron cooking pot on three thin legs.

I hung the bellows on the whitewashed wall
under Wyndham Lewis’ drawing of  James Joyce;
the pot I filled with last year’s plastic flowers:
roses, dahlias and chrysanthemums.

Our new bric-à-brac assembled here and there
from the heart of  this old house
to decorate, relieve the bareness of  the room,
rhyme now with Baudelaire’s old nurse.

To the eyes of  the unknown dead in their ineffable past
the elemental heat and food stand now
as genteel decorous monuments, bric-à-brac:
an old bellows and an old pot painted black

Hoyos del Espino, Ávila
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The Old Windows

The old windows secured against the winter winds
though draughts and rain can’t block the season out.
Hibernation is an ideal to dream of, but it’s only
for lucky bears that dream of  salmon at the weirs

leaping to their spawning place and to their end.
Dream on, thinks the old poet snug in his bed,
of  nightingales and that happy village life
frozen forever in stone many centuries past.

Spring is on the way and things again will bud to life.
But the old poet in his bed knows he’s not a nightingale
or salmon oblivious of  its continuum. He knows
what they don’t know, nor the villagers at their dance.

The wind rattles the old windows to his annoyance.
There’s no keeping the season out, nor his thoughts.


